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The concept of a partial three-sp.~,ce is due to Laskar and Dunbar, and is a three-dimensiona~ 
analogue of a partial geometry. Here we determi;~e all partial three-sp~.'es S for which the 
S-planes are planes of PG(n,q), for which the S-lines are all the lir~es contained in tt'~c 
S-planes, for which the S-points are all the points in the S-planes, and for w~aich ~hc incidence 
relation is that of PG(n, q). More generally, we delermine all partial three-spaces S for which 
the S-lines are lines of PG(n, q), for' which the S-points are all the points on these lines, and for 
which the incidence relation is that of PG(n, q). 
1, introduction 
The concept of a partial geometry of dimension three or a partial three-space is
due to Laskar and Dunbar [12], and is ,defined e.~. follows. 
A partial three-space S is a system of points, lin,gs and planes, together with an 
incidence relation subject to the following conditions: 
(i) If a point p is inciden', with a line L, and L is incident with a plane 7r, then 
p is incident with 7r. 
(ii) (a) A pair of distinct planes is incident with at most one line. 
(b) A pair of planes if not incident with a line is incident with at most one 
point. 
(iii) The set of points and lines incident with a plane forms an (6 k, t) partial 
geometry [3]. 
(iv) The set of lines and planes incident with a point p forms an (r, k*, t*) 
partial geometry, where the points and lines of the geometry are the planes and 
lines through • respectively and the incidence is that of ?~. 
(v) Given ~ plane ~r, and a line L not incident with ~r, 7r and L not 
intersecting in a point, there exist exactly u planes through L intersecting 7r in a 
line and exactly w-u  planes through L intersecting ~r in a poir, t but ~ot in a line. 
(vi) Given a point p and a line L, p and L not coplanar, th~.:  e^ist exactly u* 
points on L which are eollinear with p, and w*-u*  point~ on L coplanar but not 
eollinear with p. 
(vii) Given a point p and a plane 7r not containing ~, th~.'re exist exactly x 
planes ~hrough p intersecting ~" in a line. 
Given a partial three-space S, a dual partial three-spa:e is obtained by 
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interchanging points and planes. Also, if two points of S are called first associates 
if they are collinear, second associates if they are coplanar but not collinear and 
third associates otherwise, then it is shown in [12] that the points of S form a 
3-class association scheme. Many examples of partial three-spaces are given in 
[12] and [13], especially in [13]. 
The present paper is concerned with partial three-spaces S embedded in a fi~ ite 
projective space PG(n, q). To avoid confusion the points, lines and planes of S 
are called here S-points, S-lines and S-planes. An important ool is the embed- 
ding of generalized quadrangles in PG(n, q) by Buekenhout and Lef~vre [4], and 
of (r, k, t) partial geometries, t>  1, iL PG(n, q) by De Cierck and Thas [7]: 
If S = (P, B, I) is an (r, k, t) partial geometry whi.:n is embeadable in a projec- 
tive space PG(n, k -- 1), but not in a PG(n', k - 1) with n '< n, then the followlag 
cases may occur: 
(a) t=  k, and S is the design of points and lin.~s of PG~n, k -  1); 
(b) t = 1, and S is a "classical" generalized quadrangle; 
(c) t = r, n =2,  and S is a dual design in PG(2, k -  1); 
(d) t = k - 1 and S = H~_~ (n t> 3) (H~_~ is defined as follows: P is the set of the 
points of PG(n. k - 1) which are not contained in a given subspace PG(n - 2, k - 1); 
B is the set of the lines of PG(n. k -  1) which do not have a point in common 
with PG(n-2 ,  k -  1); I is the natural incidence). 
Finally we remark that the proofs show that here are many links with the 
theory of sets of class (or type) (0, 1, d, q+ 1) in PG(n, q) [15, 18, 10], with the 
theory of polar spaces [5, 4'], and with the near hexagons of Shult and Yanushka 
[17]. 
20 The restricted problem 
Theorem, Let S be a partial three-space for which the S-planes are planes of 
PG(n, q), for which the S-lir.¢ ; are all the lines contained in the S-plates, for which 
the S-p,;ints are all the points in the S-planes, and for which the incidence relation is 
~!hat of PG(n, q). We also suppose that the set of the S-points is not contained in a 
PG(n ~, a) ~- PG(n, q), n '<  n. Then the following cases can occur: 
(a) S is formed by the points, lines and planes of PG(n, q). 
(b) S is ]brined by the poin.s, lines and planes of a nonsingular hyperquadric O of 
index three of PG(n,q), n = 5, 6 or 7. 3his partial three-space is denoted by 
O(n, q). 
(c) S is formed by the points, lines and planes of a nonsingular hermitian variety 
H of PG(n, q), n = 5 or 6 (here q is a square). This partial three-space is denoted by 
H(n, q). 
(d) S is formed by the points of PG(5, q) and by the totally isotropic lines and 
planes with respect ¢o a symplec;ic polari~ of PG(5, q). This partial three-s?ace is 
denoted by W(5, q). 
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(e) S is formed by the points not contained in a given PG(n -3 ,  q)¢  PC;(n, q) 
and by the lines and planes which have no point in common with PG(n -3 ,  q)  This 
partial three-space is denoted by T(n, q). 
Proof. The duzi of tt, e partial geometry Sp formed by the S-lines and S-planes 
containing the S-point p is embeddable in a PG(n-  1, q), and consequently the 
dual of Sp is isomorphic to the design of points and lines of a PG(n ' ,q )  
(n '~ n - 1), or is a dual design in a plane, or is a H,7' (n '~ n - 1), or i~ a classical 
generalized quadrangle [7]. 
First of all we suppose that any two S-points are on an S-line. Then the set of 
the S-points is the pointset of PG(n, q) and the set of the S-lines is the linc'.~et of 
PG(n, q). So for any point p the dual of the geometry Sp is isomorphic to. the 
design of points and lines of PG(n - 1, q) or to the generalized quadrangle W(q), 
arising from a symplectic polarity of a PG(3, q). Since the parameters of the 
design of points and lines of PG(n-1 ,q )  and of W(q) are different, distinct 
_%.points p and p' have isomorphic geometries Sp and Sp.. If Sp is isomorphic to 
the design of points and lines of PG(n - 1, q), then S is formed hy the points, lines 
and planes of PG(n, q). Now we suppose that the dual of S~, is isomorphic to 
W(q) (then necessarily n : -4) .  Let y be an S-point and ~r an S-plane n,~t 
containing y. Further let z be a point of ~. By considering the geometry S~, we 
see that there is exactly one S-plane containing yz and having a line L in common 
with 7r. Now, let z'  be a point of ~r-L, and call L' the line of ~r defined by z'. If z" 
is the common point of L and L', then yL and yL' are two S-planes containing 
yz", a contradiction. Hence when any two S-points are on an S-line, then we have 
case (a} in the statement of the theorem. 
Next we suppose that the S-points y and z are not on an S-line. Let M be an 
S-line containing y. Then the plane yM is not an S-plane. There follows that the 
integer u* is well-defined. 
We assume that u*= 0. Then any two in'tersecting S-lines are in an S-plane. 
There follows that S-collinearity is an equivalence r lation, and so the set o; the 
S-points is the union of the equivalence classes, which are v mutually disjoint 
subspaces of PG(n, t~). Since not every two S-points are on an S-line we have r > 1. 
From (vii) in the definition of partial three-space there fellows easily that the set 
of the S-points is the union of z mutually disjoint planes of PG(n, q). Conse- 
quently k* = I, a contradiction. 
Next we suppose that u*= 1. Then the S-poims and the S-lines constitute a
Shult space [5]. Evidently th!s Shult space is n~;ndegenerate and any line :ff the 
space contains at least three points. Consequently the Shult space is a polar space 
[5]. The rank of the polar space is at least three, and from (vii) it follows easily 
that the rank is exactly three. Consequently the partial three-space is one of (b), 
(c) or (d) [4']. 
Finally we suppose that u s > 1. Ii y is an S-point, L an S-line not incident with 
y, and yL not an S-plane, then the structure S,, formed by the S-points and 
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S-l ines in the plane yL = ~r is a dual 1-design [8]. Hence S.~ is the projective 
plane 7r, or the set of the S-points in S~ is the complement  of ;~ (maximal) 
{qm - q + m ; m}-arc K [2], with q/m = u*, and the set of the S-l ines in S~ is the 
s ~.t of the exterior lines of K. ,if S~ is a projective plane, i.e. if u* = q + 1, then any 
two S-points are on an S-line, a contradiction. Hence S~ arises from a maxima~ 
arc. It is immediate that the set of the S-points is a set of class (0, 1, q + 1 - m, q + 1~ 
([15, 18]) of PG(n,  q). Now let "rrl and "/T 2 be two S-planes having an S- l ine L 
in common. The set V of the S-points in the space ,-h 7r~ = PG(3,  q) and any line 
of PG(3,  q), have l ,q+ 1 -m or q+ 1 S-points in common. 
Let us suppose that 2, ~< q -,~ 1 - m <~ q - 1. We shall prove that V is the pointset 
of PG(3,  q). Suppose the contrary. Then PG(3. a) contains at least one line 
having q + 1 - m points in common with V, and so V is of class (1, q + 1 - m, q + 1). 
Since V contains at least two planes, the set ¥ is singular [10]. Assume that y 
is a singular point of V. Then y is on the S-l ine L [10]. We call L1 (resp. L2) a 
line of 7r~ (resp. ~2) thr,ough y, where L~ L. Suppose that the olane L~L2 is not 
an S-Flane. Then the set of the S-point~,; in L~L2 is the complement of a 
{qm - q + m ; m}-arc. From the singularity of y follows immediately that any point 
of Lj L2 is an S-point.  Hence u* = q + l, a contradiction. So the plane L~ L2 ~s an 
S-plane. There follows that ar~y line containing y is an S-line, and so V is tl~e 
pointset of PG(3, q), a contradiction. Consequent ly V can be nothing other than 
the pointset of PG(3, q). 
Call L~ (resp. L:) a line of 7r~ (resp. zr2), L i¢  L, where L1 and L2 have a 
common point. Then any point of the plane L~L: is an S-point,  and consequently 
L IL  2 is an S-plane. Now it is easy to show that any piane of PG(3,  q) is an 
S-plane and that any iine of PG(3,  q) is an S-line. 
Let z be a point of PG(3, q) which is not contained in ~r~. Then the number x 
of S-planes containing z and intersecting 7r~ is an S-llne is exactly q2+ q 4- 1. 
Lc'~ z~ and z2 be two S-points which are not on ar~ S-l ine. If M is an S-l ine 
containing z~, then the plane z2M is not an S-plane. Since M is i~, at least one 
S-plane rr, t' lere follows that the number x of S-planes containing zz and 
i;~tetsecting 7r in an S-line is at most q2+ q, in contradiction with (vii) in Section 1. 
So we conclude that m >q-2  or m <2.  Since m divides q and m <q,  we have 
necessarily m = l, i.e. u ~: = q. Consequently the set of the S-points is a set of ctass 
(0, l,q,q+ 1L 
Let W be the set of all S-points of S and let W* be the complement  of W in 
.'~G(n, q). We shall prove that W* is a subspace of PG(n, q). For this we consider 
two points y* and z* of W ~:, a~d we assume that y is an S-point  on the line y ' z* .  
Le tL  be an S-line through y. If the plane Lz* contair,,s an S-point  z, z not on ;~, 
then every point of Lz* is an S-point or q'Z+q points of Lz* are S-points, a 
contradiction since y* and z* are not S-points. No~ let z be an S-point,  z not on 
L. If z~ is an S-point of the three-space Lz*z, z, not in the plane Lz, then the 
plane zz~z2, z2 on L and zz2 an S-line, has at least q S-points in the plane Lz*. 
Since only one of these S-points is on L, we have a contradiction. Hence all 
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S-points of the three-space Lz*z ar~ in the plane Lz. Next consider an S-point 
z3, z~ not in the plane Lz. If z4 is an S-point  of the four-space LZZ*Z3, z4 not in 
the three-space gzz3, then the plane z3z~zs, z5 on L and z3zs an S-line, has at 
least q S-points in common with the three--space Lzz*. Sinc.~ only one of these 
S-points is in the plane Lz, we have a contradiction. Hence all S-points of the 
four-space Lzz*z3 are in the three-space Lzz3. Proceeding in this way, we see 
that the set W of all S-points is contained in a PG(n-  1, q), a contradiction. 
Consequent ly every point of the line y ' z*  is in W*. So W* is a subspace 
PG(n",  q) of PG(n, q). 
Let L be a line which hab no point in common with PG(n",q). Let M be an 
S-l ine having just one point in common with L. If the plane LM is an S-plane, 
then L is an S-l ine; if the plane LM is not an S-plane, then also L is an S-line 
(since L contains q + 1 S-points). So any line having no point in common with 
PG(n", q) is an S-line. Let 7r be a plane which has no point in common wilh 
PG(n", q). Then any line of ~r is an S-line, and so 7r is an S-plane. Hence any 
plane having no point in common with PG(n", q) is an S-plane. Evidently we 
have n"<~n-3. Suppose that n"<n- -3  and let PG(3,  q) be a subspace of 
PG(n, q) having no point in common with PG(n",  q). By considering an S-plane ~r 
in PG(3, q) and a point of PG(3, q)-~r, we obtain x =q2+q+ 1. Let z and y be 
two S-points which are not on an S-line. If M is an S-line containi~g z, then the 
plane yM is not an S-plane. Since M is in at least one S-plane ~r, there follows 
that the number x of S-planes containing y and intersecting 7r in an S-line is al 
most q~ + q. So q2 + q :~ x, a contradiction. We conclude that n" = n - 3 and tha! 
we have case (e) in the statement of the theorem. 
3. The general problem 
3.1 Main Theorem.  Let S be a partial three-space Jot which the S-lines are line~ tff 
PG(n, q), for which the S-points are all the points on the S-lines, for which the 
incidence relation is that of PG(n, q), and for which the set of the S-points i.~ not 
contained in a PG(n' q ! ~ PG( n~ q), n' < n. Then one of the following case.~ o(cur~. 
(a) S is formed by the points, lines and planes of PGtn, q). 
(b) S is the partial three-.space Otn, q) formed by the points, lines and planes o]' a 
nonsingular hyperqvadric Q of index three c,f PG(n, q), ~1 = 5, 6 or 7. 
(c) S is the partial three-space H(n, q) formed by the points, lines and planes ,,f ~ 
:~onsingular hermitian variety H of PG(n, q), n = 5 or 6. 
(d) S is the partiai three-space W(5, q) formed by the points of PG(5, q) and by 
the totally isotropic lines andplanes with respect to a symptectic polarity , f  PG(5, q). 
(e) S is the partial three-space T(n, q) formed by the point.~ not contclined in a 
given PG(n-3 ,  q~c PG(n, q) and by the lines and plane~ which have r~o point in 
common with PG(n-  3, q). 
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(f) Let zr., . . . . .  7rs, be five planes of PG(3,  2) no four of which have a point in 
common. The S-lines are the imersections of the ten pairs (~r~, ~)), i~ j, the S-points 
are the ten points on these S-lines, the S-planes are the planes 7r~ . . . . .  rr 5, and 
incidence is that of PG(3,  2). The geometry of the S-points and S-lines incident with 
the S-plane ~ is the due! of a 2-(4, 2, 1) design. Finally S is isomorphic to the 
partial three-space arising from the wtrahedral graph with characteristic 5 [12]. 
(g) The S-~,oints and S-lines are the points and lines of` the hyperbolic quadric Q 
in PG(7,  q), the S-planes are the three-spaces o¢ one of the families of generating 
three-spaces of Q, and incidence is that oJ P(:(7, q). He,e the geome,~ry of the 
,q-points and S-lines incident wi~h an S-plane --'" 4esign of points and line:; of a 
PG(3,  q). 
(h) S is isomorphic to the dual of one of tt, ~ .~ree-spaces W(5, q), Q(6, q), 
0 (7 ,  x/q), H(5, q2). Her,, the geometry of the ~ ~;s and S-lines incident ~ith an 
S-plane is a "classical" generalized quadranglt. 
(i) S is embedded in PG(n, q), n <~ 7, and is isomorphic to the partial three-space 
arising fngm the cubic lattice graph with (q + 1)3 vertices [12]. Here the geometry of 
the S..points and S-line~ incident with an S. plane is the generalized quadrangle 
censisting of` the points and lines of the hyperbolic quadric of FG(3,  q). 
Proof. Consider the (r~ k = q + 1, t) partial geometry S= formed by the S-points 
and S-l ines incident with the S-plane w. The geometry S= is embedded in 
PG(n, q), and conseque~tly one of the fol lowing occurs [4, 7]: 
(a) t = r, n = 2, and S~ is a dual design in a PG(2, q); 
(b) t = k = q + 1, and S,, is the design of points and lines of a PG(m, q), m ~ n ; 
tc) t = 1o and S, is a "classical" general ized quadrangle:  
(d) t=k- -  l =q and S,~= i-t~, d<~n. 
Since r, k, t are independent  of the choice of 7r, each S-p lane ~ defines a partial 
geometry b ~ of type (j), j 6 {a, b, c, d}~ The four cases are treated respectively in 
"fneorems 3 2-3.5;  they complete the proof of the main ~heorem. 
3.2. Theorem. Let S be a partial three-space .for which the S-lines are line~ of 
PG(n, q), for which the S-points cre all the points of PG(n, q) on these S-lines, for 
whict~ the structure of S-points and S-lines incident with any S-plane is a dual 
design in a PG~2, q), and for whtch the incide~~ce r lation is the natural one. We 
also suppose that the set of the S-points is not contained in ~ PG(n', q)c_ PC(n, q), 
n' < n. Then the following cases are possible. 
(a) The dual design of the S-pob~ts and S-lines in any S-plane is a proje~ tire 
plane PG(2,  q), and then by Section 2, the partial three-space S is formed l~y the 
points, lines and planes of PG(n, q) or is one oj the geometries Q(n, q), n = 5, 6 or 
7, H(n,q), n = 5 or 6, W(5. q), or T(n, q). 
(b) The S-planes are five ploo:s 7 h . . . . .  ~-5 of PC(3 ,  2) no four of which ha!Je a 
point in common, the S-lin'.s are the intersections of tae ten pair, (Try, 7rj), i:,~ j, the 
S-points are the ten points on these S-lines, and incidence is that of J~G(3, 2). The 
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geometry of the S-points and S-lines incident with the S-plane rr, is &e dual of a 
2-(4, 2, 1) design. Finally S is isomo~7~hic to the partial three-space arising from the 
tetrahedral graph with characteristic 5 il 2]. 
Proo|. If the dual design of the S-points and S-lines in any S-plane is a projective 
plane, then from Section 2 we have case (a) in the statement of the theorem. So 
we suppose that the structure of S-points and S-llnes in an S-plane is nol a 
projective plane. 
Then the set of the S-points in an S-plane is the complement of a (ma×imal) 
{qm-q+ m; m}-arc K, 1 v-m <q [2]. Suppo';e that the S-points y and z of the 
S-plane "n" are not on an S-fine. Let M be an S-line that contain:~ y anti is not 
contained in 7r (M exists by (iv) in Section 1). From (ii) in the defini~,on of partial 
three-space it follows that M and z are not in an S-.plane. Consequently the 
integer u* is well-defined. 
First of all we suppose that u*> l. If M is an S-line and z is an S-point such 
that z and M are not both in an S-plane, then me structure S~, formed by the 
S-points and S-lines in the plane zM = 7¢ is a dual l-design [8]. Hence S,,. is the 
projective plane 7r' or the set of the S-points in S,. is the complement of a 
maximal {qm'-q+ m'; m'}-arc K', with q/m'=: u*. and then the set of the S-lines 
in S~. is the set of the exterior lines nf K'. With the notations of the preceding 
paragraph, the number of S-points on the line yz equals q+l - -m,  but als~ 
q+l -m'  or q+ 1. Consequently S~. is not a projectwe plane, and moreover 
m = rnL There follows that the S-points and S-lines of the partial three-space 
form a p~,rtial geometry. This partial geometry is ~ dual design in a plane, or is lhc 
design of points and lines of PG(n, qL or is H~;, or is a classical generalized 
quadrangle [7]. Of course the first case cannot occur. If we have the secopd casc, 
then u*= q+ 1, a contradiction. If the partial geometry is a genera, iized quad- 
rangle, then u*= 1 and so m-q ,  a comradicti, m. Consequently the partial 
geometry is Hq. So the set of all the S-points is thc complement of a given 
PG(n-2 ,  q) in PG(n, q), and the S-lines are the lines which have no point in 
common x~,ith PG(n-2,  q). The S-points :and S-lines incident with an S-plane 
constitute a dual affine plane, and with any S-plane there corresponds a uniquel5 
defined point of PG(n -2 ,  q) (the improper point of the dual affine plane). If L is 
a line which has exactly one point in common with Pt_;(n-2, q), then there is at 
mosl one S-plane containing the q S-points on L (see (ii) in the definition of 
three-space). Consequently the number of S-planes defining the point p of 
PG(n-2~.q) is at most q,,-2 Now we have: (number of S-planes) q2 =(number 
of S- l ines)k*=q2" 2k ,  So 
k*qZ,,-2<q2.q,,-2(q, 2+q,, .3+.. .  +1), 
or 
k*~(q"  2+qn-3 .  . . . .  t - l i f o "  2, 
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or 
I -(1/q "-2) 
k*~ 1-t <2.  
q -1  
So k*= 1, a contradicJon. We conclude that u*~{0, 1}. 
Next we suppose that u*=0.  Let ~r be an S-plane and let L be an S-line 
hav ing.  :le point p in common with 7r. On L we choose a point y, yep .  The 
S-lines ef 7r containing F arc denoted by M , M2 . . . . .  Mq/,,. Since u* = 0 the lines 
L and M,, i=  1 . . . . .  q/m, are contained in an S-plane 7ri. Consequently ,3n M~ 
there are q/m points p=p~,  p~ . . . . .  p~,, ~or which any line YPl is an };-line, 
j = 1 . . . .  , q/m. Let p', p' ¢ p, be any point of rr for which p'y is an S-line, Then 
the lines py and p'y are in an S-plane 7r' which has at least two points in co:ninon 
with the S-plane ~7, So rr and rr' have an S-line in common, and consequently p'
is one of the points Pl, J¢  1. The set of the (q/m)(q/m - 1)+ 1 points p~ is denoted 
by T. Let us consider two points p} and PI: of T. Then the S-lines yp} and y:g}: are 
contained in an S-plane 0 which has an S-line N in common with rr. Evideatly N 
contains q/m points of T. Hence 171 = 3 or T is the pointset of a projective plane 
of order (q/m)- 1. Since a plane PG(2, q) has no subplane of order (q/m)- 1, we 
have necessarily ITf=3, i.e. m =½q. Let PG(3, q) be the subspace of PG(n, q) 
defined by the S-plane 7r and the S-point y. Then we have: any two S-planes 
having their S-points and S-lines in PG(3, q) ha~e an S-line in common; any 
S-plane contains q + 2 S-lines (constituting a complete oval of the dual of the 
projective plane defined by the S-plane); any S-point m PG(3, q) is on exactly 
three S-lines contained in PG(3, q); any S-point in PG(3, q) is on exactly three 
S-planes having their S-points and S-lines in PG(3, q); any S-line in PG(3, q) is 
in exactly two S-planes having their S-points and S-lines in PG(3. q), There 
follows that there are exactly q + 3 S-planes having their S-points and S-lines in 
PG(3, q). So in PG(3, q) we have q+3 planes no four of which have a point in 
common. This set of planes is the dual of a (q+ 3)-arc [16] of PG(3, q). F,om [6] 
there follows that q = 2. So we have: there are five S-planes having their S-pci.~ts 
and S-lines in PG(3.2), and no four of them have a point in common; moreo~ :r 
in PG(3, 2) there are ten S-lines and ten S-points (the S-lines are the inter,;vc- 
tion.~ of the len pairs of S-planes, and the S--poir~ts are the ten points on these 
S-lines). Suppose that z is an S-point which does not belong to PG(3, 2). Through 
z there are exactly three S-planes having an S-line m common with a given 
S-plane having its S-points and S-lines in PG(3, 2) (see (vii) in Section 1). So the 
number of S-planes containing z and having an S-line in common with at least 
one S-plane having its S-points and S-lines in PG(3, 2), equals 3.5/2, a contradic- 
tion. !fence PG(n,q)=-PG(3,2), and wc have (b) in the statement of the 
theorem. 
Finally we suppose that u*= 1. Let p be an S-point, L an S-line, and suppose 
that p and L are not both in an S-plane. Then the S-lines in the plane pL 
constitute a set of r concurrent lines, and th, ~. S-points in pL are the points on 
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these r lines. On L we choose a point p' in suck a way that pp' is not an S-l ine 
and ~;uch that p and p' are both contained in an £-p lane.  Such a point p' exists iff 
w*-,(~'>~ l (see (vi) in the definit ion of partial three-space).  So wc have to s tow 
that w ~ -u*~ > I or w*~>2. Let ~" be an S-plane,  let_y and y' be two S..points in 7r 
which are not on an S-l ine, and iet M be an S'-line through y' which is not 
contained in 7r. Then  y and M are not both in an S--plane (sce (it) in Scct~on 1). 
For v and M there evidently holds that w* -u*~ 1. So the point p' exists. I~et o, 
be an S-plane contain ing p and p'. Now we see at once that the line pp' contains 
q+l -m S-points,  and hence ~-=q+: -  m. Consequent ly  the set ~/ ef the 
S-points  is of class (0 ,1 ,q+l -m,q+l ) ,  with l<q+l -m~q.  
Let us suppose that 3~<q+l -m<~q- l ,  i.e. mCq- l ,  1. Since m]q ,  we 
always have m~q-1 .  So we have only to assume m¢ 1. From ~ thc,~rem of 
Lef6vre ([15, p, 48]) follows easily that we have nc.c,:ssarily q = 4 and nl ~ 2. Now 
we consider two S-p lanes 7r~ and ~2 having an S-l ine L in common.  "lhc S -po ims 
and S-l ines of rr~ and ~2 are contained in a PG(3,  4). Let ?; be an S-point  of ~2, 
which is not in n-~. ~f x is the number  of S-planes thr ,mgh y whiei~ contain an 
S-l ine of 7r~, then the numbe!  of S- l ines through y and contained in i°G(3.41 is 
given by } (2x+(6-x ) )=~x+3 (remark that x~ I!. So x is even. Fr()m (ii~ in the 
definition of partial ~hree-spaee follows that any two of the x S-planes have an 
S-l ine in c.ommon. Hence ~x(x - ! ;~x+3,  and so x :~2 arid ~x-~3:4 .  qhe  
S-points iv 7rj which are S-col l incar with y arc denoted by yj, y,, y~, 3,',~. and 
notat iovs are chosen in such a way that YlYz and y~y~ arc the S-l ines which are 
S -cophmar  with y. Then  
Yl Y2 f-l {Yl, Y2, Y3, Y4} = {Yl, v2}, 
Y,Y3A{Y~, Y2, Y:~. Y.;} ={Y, Y~}, 
y2Y3n{: : Y2, Y~, Y4}={Y2. Y,, Y4}, 
[y,y4D{y,° y,, y~, Ya}[= 3. 
a contradict ion, 
So we have m = I and V is of class (0, 1, q, q ~ !). Let us consider two) S-planes 
~r~ and rr 2 having an S-l ine L in comn:on.  The S-points and S-l ines of 77 I and 7,-, 
are contained in a PG(3, q). Let y be an S-point  of "n2, which is not in 7r,~. If ~ is 
the number  of S-planes through y which contain an S-l ine of 7rl, then the number  
of S- l ines lhrough y and conta ined in PG(3, q) is given by ( . ; ;q+(q~--x) j /q (~r 
(x/q)(q--l)+q=/3. Hence q [x (and q2)x~-q) .  Let to be the projective plane 
contain ing the S-poiats  and S-l ines of ~ ,  and let y~, Y2 . . . . .  y¢~ be the points of ~,) 
for whicl" y~y . . . . .  Yt~Y are S-l ines. Then  the set {y, . . . . .  yt~} = R is of class 
(0, l ,q )  in w. Hence,  since /3>q,  we have f - l>~q(q- l )4  1. Consequent ly  x .-" 
q2_q. If x = q2_ q and q,~ 2, then the set R cons,_tmes a s~bplanc of order q 
of w. a contradict ion. So q = 2, x = 2,/3 = 3, or x = q2 Isince q 1 x). If x = q" then it 
is easy to see that any S-l ine N and any S-point  z no~ on N are both contained in 
an S-plane,  a contradict ion. So we have q = x =2.  Now we count the ~dercd  
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pairs (line y~y, S-l ine of rq through y~ which is S-coplanar  with y). By (iv) in 
Sectien 1 we obtain /3t*=xq or t * -4  -> a contradict ion. Now the theorem is 
comp|etely proved. 
3.3. Theorem.  Let S be a partial three-space for which the S-lines are lines of 
PG(n,  q), fc, r which the S-points are all the points of PG(n, q) on these S-lines, for 
which the structure of S-points and S-lines incident with any S-plane is tte design 
of points and lines of a PG(m, q), m-->-2, for which the incidence relation is the 
natural one, and for which the set of the S-points is not contained in a PG(n ' ,  q) 
PG(n, q), n'< n. Then the following cases o e possible. 
(a) -m = 2, and by Section 2 the partial three-space S is formed by the points, lines 
and planes of PG(n, q) or is one of the geometries Q(n, q), n = 5, 6 or 7, H(n, q), 
r., = 5 or 6, W(5, q), or T(n, q). 
(bt The S-points and S-lines are the poi,'~ts and lines of the hyperbolic quadric Q 
in PG(7. q), the S-planes are the three-spaces of one of the fam;,lies of generating 
three-spaces of Q, and incidence is that of PG(7,  q). Here the geometry' of the 
S-points and S-lines incident with an S-plane is the design of points and lines of a 
PG(3,  q). 
Proof.  Suppose that m > 2. 
First of all we suppose that any S-l ine /_. and any S-point  y, y not on L, are 
c0.qtained in an S-plane. Let y and z, y#z ,  be S-points.  If M is an S-l ine 
containing y, then z and M are both contained in an S-plane,  and so y and z are 
on an S-line. There follows that any two S-points are on an S-l ine, and that every 
pc int of PG(n, q) is an S-point.  We remark that by (ii) in the definitioa of partial 
three-space we have 2m - 1 -< n. Let PG(m, q) = ~r be an S-plane, let PG(n - 1, q) 
be a hyperplane of PG(n, q) containing ~, and let y be a point not contained in 
PG(n-- l, q). Now we intersect PG(n- l ,q )  with the S-l ines and S-planes 
through y. There arises a 2 - ( (q"  - l ) / (q - l ) ,  (q" -1 ) / (q -1 ) .  1) design @ whose 
pointset is the pointset of PG(n - 1, q) and whose blocks are (m - 1)-dimensional 
subspaces of PG(n - 1, q). If z~ is a point of PG(n - 1, q)-~r, then the n~mber  u of 
blocks of ~ containing z~ and iLtersecting ~ in a line is independent  of the choice 
of z, (see (v) in Section 2). Now we count the mJmber of ordered pairs (z~, block 
of 5~ containing z, and intersecting zr in a line). We obtain 
~ u=u(q" - I  q"+' - l )  q'"+~-I ..... i ( " 
q : l  q - I  q2  1 q---1 'q - 1) .] 
1 
. . . . .  -47 i - _  l - (q+ 
Hence 
(q~-  l ) (q -  1)(q" -q  .... ~)l(q '~ ~ ' -  1)(q" - 1)(q " _q2), 
and so q '" '  ~ i qm _ q2. Consequent ly  m = 2, a contradict ion. There follows that 
there is an S-l ine L and an S-point  y which are not both incident with an 
S-p!ane. We conclude that the parameter  u* is well-defined. 
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We assume that u*= 0. Then any two intersecting S-l ines are in an S-plane. 
Tbere follows that S-coll inearity is an equivalence relation, and so the set of the 
S-points is the union of the equivalence classes, which are r mutually disjoint 
sub::paces of PG(n, q). From the definition of partial three-space it follows easily 
that r = 1, and so any two S-points are on an S-l ine and the set of the S-points is 
the pointset of PG(n. q). Hence any S-line L and any S-point y, y not on L, me 
contained in an S.-plane, a contradiction. 
Next we suppose that 1 < u*. If y is an S-point,  L an S-line not incident with y, 
and yL not an S-plane, then the structure S= formed by the S-points and S-lines 
in the plane yL = rr is a dual design. Hence &r is the projec!ive plane rr, or the set 
of the S-points in S,, is the complement  of a (maximal) {qd- q +d; d}-arc K, with 
q/d = u*, and the set of the S-l ines in S,, is the set o:f the exterior lines of K~ Let 
us assume that u* ~ q -*- 1. Then it is immediate that the set of the S-points is a set 
of class (0, l , q+ l -dq+l )  of PGOz, q). Now let rq and :r: he two S-planes 
having an S-line L in common,  arid suppose that the pla:~c p~ c v,, i :  1,2. 
contains L. The set V of the S-points in the space 0~P2 = PG(?., q) and any line in 
PG(3, q), have 1, q+ 1 -d  or q+ 1 S-points in common.  
Let us suppose that 3 <~ q + 1 - d ~< q - 1. We shall prove that V is the pointset 
of a PG(3, q). Suppose the contrary. Then PG(3, q) contains at least one line 
having q+ 1 -d  points in common with V, and so V is of class (1, q + 1 -d ,  q + li. 
Since V contains at least wo planes, the set V is singular [~0]. Assume that y is a 
singular point of V. Then y is on the S-l ine L [10]. We call Lj (resp. L2) a line of 
p~ (resp. P2) through y, where L~7 ~ L. Suppose that the plane l qg  2 is not in an 
S-plane. Then the set of the S-points in L~L2 is the complement of a 
{qd-q+4;  d}-arc. From the singularity of y follows immediately that any point 
of L~L2 is an S-point.  Hence u*=q+ 1, a contradiction. So the plane L~L: is 
contained in an S-plane. There follows ~,hat any line containing y is an S-line, and 
so V is the pointset of PG(3, q), a contradiction. Consequently V is nothing el:,e 
than the pointset of PG(3,  q). 
Let y~ and Y2 be two S-points of PG(n, q) which are not on an S-line. On the 
line Y~Y2 there are q+ 1-d<~q - 1 S-points. Let ~', he an S-ldane containing y~ 
(and then Y2 is not in ~r~), and let rr 2 be an S-plane containing Y2 and intersecting 
% in an S-l ine L (since x/> 1 in the defimtion of partial three .space, the S-plane 
~r 2 exists). Let p~ be the plane Lye, i=  I, 2. Then any point of lhe space IhPz is ar~ 
S-point.  So YtYz contains q + 1 S-points, a contradiction. 
Hence,  if l<u*~q+l ,  we have d>q-2  or d<2.  Since d [q  and d<q,  wc 
have necessarily d= 1, i.e. u*=q. We conclude that u*>l  implies that u*~? 
{q,q+ 1}. 
Suppose that u*=q+ 1. We prove that any two S-points y and z are on an 
S-line. Suppose the contrary. Then z and y are not in a common S-plane. Let M 
be an S-l ine through y. Since u*=q + 1, the points z and y are on an S-line, a 
contradiction. So any two S-points are on an S-line, and hence the set of all 
S-points is the pointset of PG(n, q) and the set of all S-l ines is the set of a]l lines 
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of PG(n,q). Let ~ be an S-plane, let z be a point off ~r, and let y~, i=  
1,2 . . . .  , (q"+~ - 1)/(q - 1), be a point of ~r. Now we count the ordered pairs (line 
y,y, S-t, ine of rr through y~ which is S-coplanar with y). By (iv) in Section 1 we 
obtain t*. (q,,+z_ 1)/(q-- 1) = x(q+ 1). We also remark that by (ii) in the defini- 
tion of partial three-space we have 2m- l~<n.  Now let PG(n- l ,q )  be a 
hyperplane of PG(n, q) which contains rr, but which does not contain z. If z~ is a 
point of PG(n- l ,q) - r r ,  then the number u of S-planes through z~z and 
intersecting rr in a line is independent of the choice of z, (see (v) in Section 1). 
Now we count the number of ordered pairs (line zz,, S-plane containing z~z and 
intersecting ~- in a line). We obtain 
, u=U,q-l(q"-I q~+~-l)q__~l = tq - ,  ~:{q"-I  .____,q+l)). 
So q"-q'~*~]x(q"-q2), and consequently qm-~l x. Since (q'~+q" ~-~ . . .  + 
1,q" -~)=l ,  we also have qm-'lt*. Now there holds that t*<~q"-~+ 
q,,-2+ . . .  +q+ 1, and so 




u = (q=÷* - 1)(q"'-::- 1)/((q 2 -  1)(q . . . . .  ~- 1)). 
(q2  l ) (q , -m- l_  1)<~(q,,+I_ 1)(qm-2_ 1) 
q . . . . .  ~_q . . . . .  I ._ q2 ~ q2m- I  __qm+l __ qm-2. 
Since q2._q,,+J_q,, 2<0 we have q . . . . .  ~-q  . . . . .  Z_<q2,,,-i. 
Consequently q" <q3,,/(qZ 1), and so q" <q3,.. Hence n<3m. Now we con- 
sider the (r, k*, t*) partial geometry Sy formed I:-y the S-planes and S-lines 
containing a point y. This geometry has (q"-1)l(q-1) lines, r = (q" -1 ) / (q -1 ) ,  
and t*= q"- J .  Hence 
or  
q°-.l_qm-l[(q .... q)(k*-l) 1) 
,,-2 ,,-3 . . .  +q+l)(k,_}.)+q,,,-2 , 
.... l=(q  ..... 1)( (q +q + q,.-2 , ). q 
Since (q" -  1, qm-2)= 1, we have q"'- 1 ]q" -  1, and so m I n. As 2m-  1 ~<,-, < 
3m, there; holds n=2m. Consequently k* - l=q  2" ; '(q-1)/(q'- l-1). Since 
(q~,,,-2, qm-~_ 1)= 1. we have q"~-l -  1 [q -  1. So m =~,'~ a contradiction. 
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Next we suppose that u*=q.  Then the se'L of the S-points is of class 
(0, 1, q ,q+l ) .  Let W be the set of all S-poin~ of S and le~ W* he the 
complement of W in PG(n, q). We shall prove that 'W * is a subspace of PG(n, q). 
For this we consider two points y* and z* of W*  and we assume that y i,~ an 
S-point on the line y 'z* .  Let L be an S-line through y. If the plane Lz* contains 
an S-point z, z not on L, then ew,~ry point of Lz* is an S-point or qZ+ q points of 
Lz* are S-points, a contradiction since y* and z* a~'e not S-points. Now let z be 
an S-point, z not on L. If zl is an S-point of the three-space Lz*z, z, not in the 
plane Lz, then the plane ZZlZ2, z2 on L and zz2 an S-line, has at least q S-points 
in the plane Lz*. Since only one of these S-points is on L, we have a contradic- 
tion. Hence all S-points of the three-space Lz~'z are in the plane Lz. Next 
consider an S-point z3, za not in the plane L z. If z4 is an S-point of the 
four-space Lzz*z3, z4 nol~ in the three-space Lzz  3, then the plane z3z4zs, z5 on L 
and z3z5 an S-line, has at least q S-points in comn~on with the three-space Lzz*. 
Since only one of these S-points is in the plane Lz, we have a contradiction. 
Hence all S-points of the four-space Lzz*z3 are in the three-space Lzz3. 
Proceeding in this way, we see that the set W of all S-points is contained in a 
PG(n - 1, q), a contradiction. Consequently every point of the line y ' z*  is in W*, 
So W* is a subspace PG(n", q) of PG(n, q). 
Let L be a line which has no point in common with FG(n", q), and let M be an 
S-line having just one point in common with L. If the plane LM is not in an 
S-plane, then 1. is an S-line (since L contains q+ 1 S-points); if the plane LM i~, 
in an S-plane, then evidently L is an S-line. So any line having no point in 
common with PC(n", q) is an S-line. Since the set of all S.-points of an S-plane is 
the pointset of a PG(m, q), we have n"~ n -m-  1. Suppose that n"< n -m-  1 
and let PG(m + 1, q) be a subspace containing an S-plane p and having no point 
in common with PG(n", q). Let y be a point of PG(m + 1, q ) -p  and let L be a 
line of p. Since the plane yL contains q2+q+ 1 S-points, the line L and the point 
y are both conl:ained in an S-plane. Hence x = number of lines of p. Let z and y 
be two S-points which are not on an ~-line. If M is an S-line containing z, then 
there is no S-plane containing y and M. Since M is in at least one S-plane p, 
there follows that the number x of S-planes containing y and intersecting p in an 
S-line is at most (number of lines of p ) -  1, a contradiction. Hence n"= n - m - 1. 
We also remarx that 2m- l<n (see (it) in Section 1), and that any plane of 
PG(n, q) having no point in common with Pti(n - m - 1, q) is contained in exactly 
one S-plane. There follows easily that 
q '+ l -1  q"~- I  q~- I  
x= q2_ l  q - I  q -1  
Now let PG(n-1 ,  q) be a hyperplane of PG(n, q) which contains the S-plane p, 
and let z be an S-point not !n PG(n- l ,q ) .  If 2~ is a point of PG(r~- l ,q ) -  
(p O PG*(n - m - 1, q)), where PG*(n - m - 1, q) is the inteesection of PG(n - 1, q) 
and the space zPG(n-m-1 ,  q), then the number u of S-planes Containing 
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z~z and intersecting p in an S-line is independent of the choice of z~. Now we 
count the number of oldered pairs (z~, S-plane containing z~z and irtersecting p in 
an S-line). We obtain 
~u=u(q" - l i  q- - l -  q"~ l -1  q q - I  . . . . .  q -1  1 1)~- =xt~l -1  - tq  [q" I  " +1) )  
(remark that p and PG*(n  - m - I, q) have exactly one point in common). So 
t /3(q m- I -  l)(q " -~-  1) 
u 
(q -  l)(q 2 -  1)(q . . . .  ' -  1)" 
Now we prove the following. 
Lemma. I f  (q~ - l ) l (qb -1 ) (q~ - l ), with "t, a, b, c posit ive integers, q > '. and  
(b ,c )= l ,  then a l b or a l c. 
Proceed as follows. If a ~ b we have 
(q" -- l ,  qb --1) = (ql'b*" -- l ,  qh --1) = (q"( (qb)q - -1)  + qr' -- l ,  qh -- l ) 
=(qr , (qb__ l ) ( . . . )+qr , __ l ,qb  1)=(q* ' - - l ,qb - -1 ) ,  
with 1l, rl non-negative integers and 0~ < rl < b. If b = 12r~ + r2, with 12, r2 non- 
nega',ive integers and 0~r2<q,  then in the same way we obtain 
(q r , _  1, qb -- 1) = (q" -  1, q' : - -  1). 
Proceeding exactly as before we finally obtain (q" - l ,  qb- -1)=q(" 'b~-- l .  We 
obtain the same result if a<~b. Her.ce l q* ' - l ,q~- l )=q- l .  Now we have 
q" - I =/33`, with /3 ] qb _ 1 and 3' I q" - I. There holds that (/3% qh _ 1) =/33'', with 
7 '= (% (qb -1)//3). Hence v ' lq~' - I  and 7 ' ]q ' - l ,  and so ~, ' ] (q~- l ,q~- l )  or 
3" iq  - 1. Also (/3% q ' -  1) = 3'~', with [3']q - :. Coasequently 
(/3% qb_  1). (13% q~-  I) = (q , , ,b )  !)(q,~.c~_ 1)/3/~ 3, 
q" - l=  3,, /3' - 
and (~' -1)2(q" - - l )=(q(~'b) - - l ) (q(" '~) - - l ) .  3`"/3" y" lq - -1  and /3" ]q -1 .  Hence 
q [ l + 3,"/3" and so mlq = 1 4- y"g"  and q - 1 ~< 3'"/3". Since 3`"/3"1 (q -- 1) 2 we have 
mzy"/3 "= (q -  1) 2. There follows that rn lm2q = m 2 ~(q -  1) 2, and ,;o q [ 1 + m2 and 
q -  1 -~ m2. Since m2 > q - l ,  y" /3" ~ q - 1, meT"~3"= ( q - 1) 2, we have m 2 = 3," ~8" = 
q-  I. Consequently 
(q -  1)(q" - l )=  (q~.b~ 1)(q~.~)_ 1), 
or  
q,~ I _ q,, _ q = q(,. b>.(,, ~) _ q(,, ~,) _ q(,. ~). 
Suppose (a, b) ~< (a, c). Then q("' b) [ q, and so (a, b) = 1. Hence (a, c) = a, i.e. a I c. 
We conclude that a ] c o: a ,  b. 
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Since 
u=q3(q,,~ 1_ 1 ) (q . , -2_ l ) / (q_ l ) (q21) (q  ..... ' -1 ) ,  
we have (q ....... I -1 ) ]q3(q"  1-1)(q"2--1) and so (q ...... ~- l ) l (q ' "  J - - I ;  
(q" -2 -1 ) .  As  0~t - l ,m-2)=l ,  the lemma tells us that n -m- I lm-  I or 
n - m - 1 I m - 2. Since n/> 2nz - I, we have n ~ {2m, 2m - 1 }. If tz = 2m - I, then 
every two S-plar.es have an S-l ine in common.  So for the partial geometry S~. 
corresponding to the S-point  y, we have k* = t*. But  the number  of lines of 5: is 
q , - i+q , ,  2+ . . .  + q,, -,,, = q2,, ,  2+ . . .  + q,,, , 
the numl'~er  of lines contain ing a point is q'" ~ + q'" ~' ÷ . . . .  v 1, anti 
: . .=q,, ,  ~+q,,, 2+ . . .  +q=r - I .  
Hence k*=q . . . .  = q"" '  ~ t* (m >2) ,  a contradict ion. Hence n = 2m. Then ever /  
two S-p lanes have at least one S-point  in common.  There easily follows that 
u+(q ' "+q ' "  i+ . . .  +q2 rF (q+l ) )=k .=q ..... =q,,, 
(if L is an S-l ine having no point in common with the S-plane p, then 0 contains 
q,,:+q,,, ~+ . . .  +q2 points y~ such that y~L has no point in common witl-~ 
PGOz-m- I ,  q). i.e. such that y~L is contained in an S-plane).  Nencc st :- 
q,, 2+ q,,, .~  . . .  + q. On the other  hand 
u =q~(q" ~-  l ) / (q -  l)(q 2 -  1). 
Consequent ly  _q, , , -2_q, ,  3 . . . . .  q=0,  a contradict ion. We conclude that 
u*~q.  
Finally, let us suppose that u*= 1. Then the structure of S-points and Saline,, is 
a Shult space [5]. Evidently this Shult space is nondegenerate  anti any line t~f lhc 
space contains at least three points. C'm'.~equently the Shult space is a polar space 
[5]. The rank of the polar space is at least m '~ 1, and now we prove that the rank 
is exactly .,-z + 1. Suppose that the rank is at least m + 2, and let f~ be an S-plane. 
Cons ider  a subspace PG(m + 1, q) of the polar space, which contains ~. If y i:~ a 
point of PG(m+l ,q ) -o ,  then the number  x of S-planes containing y and 
intersect ing p in an S-l ine is equal to the number  of lines of p. Let z kc aN 
S-point  such that the project ive space zO is not a subspace of the polar space. 
Then  the number  x of S-p lanes containing z and intersecting p in an S-line is Ics,¢ 
than the number  of lines of 0, a contradict ion. Hence rn + 1 is the rank of the 
polar space. By the propert ies of a polar space of rank m + 1 > 3 [8], wc have 
q ..... 1 q ' - l - I  
X 
q2-1  q -1  
Next, le.t p be an S-p lane and y an S-point  not contained in O. We coL'nt the 
number  of ordered pairs (S-l ine L containing y and having no point in common 
with O, S-p lane rr conta in ing L anca intersect ing p in an S-line). We obtain u (the 
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number r,, 4 :ines comaining y and having no point in common with p )= 
x(q,,, _q2)/(q__ 1) =(q"  - 1)(q " -~-  1)(q m-2-  1)q2/(q - l)2(q 2 -  1). 
Now we have tG consider several cases. 
(1) The polar space corresponds to a symplectic polarity. Then m =½(n-1) .  
Here 
u (q" -2+q" -S+ ""  +q")=(q"  - 1)(o ''-1 - l)(q ' ' -2 -  l)q2/(q - 1)2(q 2 -  1). 
So ..i '~ t q2, Le. rn = 2, a contradiction. 
(2) The polar space corresponds to a unitary Folarity. For n even we have 
m=½(n-2)  and 
u • q'".,/q(q'- l ) / (q -  l)~:(qm _ l){q . . . .  l)(q'" 2 l)q2/(q_~ 1)2(q2_ 1). 
Her~ce q'~/-qlq 2. a contradiction. For n odd we have m =½(n 1) and 
uq 'n %/-q(q" - l ) / (q -  1) = {q" - l ) (q'"- l  _ l)(q'" 2 _ l)q2/(q _ 1)2(q2 _ 1). 
Hence qm- ~/~i] q2, and so m = 2, a contradiction. 
(3) The polar space corresponds to an orthogonal polarity. For n even we have 
m=½(n-2)  and 
u(q" :'+q" 4+ . . .  +q,,)=(q,,:~ l ) (q~-~_l ) (q , , ,  2 l )q2/(q_l)2(q2_l).  
Hence q ' iq  2, i.e. rn =2,  a contradiction. For n odd and the corresponding 
qua¢Iric elliptic, we have m =½(n-3)  and 
uq"l(q '"  1 ) / (q - l )=(q  ..... l ) (q"" l - l~(q"  2 1)q2/(q_l)2(q2_!). 
Hence q"'+J[q2, a contradiction. For n odd and the corresponding quadric O 
hyperbolic, we have m =/ (n - i )  and 
uq"'-~(q'"--1),'(q - 1)= (q ' -  l)(q ' '~-  l!(q ' ' -2 -  1)q 21(q- 1)2(q 2 -  1~ 
Hence q ' " - ' iq  2, and so rn=3,  n=7 and u=l .  Moreover  t *=q+l ,  r=  
q2+ q + 1, and the number of S-l ines containing an S-point  is equal to (q2-i-q 4 
1)(q ~ l). Consequently k*=q+ 1 = t*, and so any two S-planes are disjoint or 
have a line in common. There easily follows that the set of the S-planes is one of 
the families of generating three-spaces of the quadric O. Now one checks that 
axioms (i) . . . . .  (vii) are satisfied, and that the parameters of the three-space are 
r=qZ+q+'l ,  k*=t*=q~l ,  k=q+l=t ,  u=l ,  w=l ,  u*=l ,  w*=l ,  x= 
q~ + q 4- 1. This is case (b) in thc statemem of the theorem. 
3.4. Theorem. Let S be a partial three-space for which the S-lines are lines of 
PG(n, q), :For which the S-points are air ~he points o[ PG(n, q) on these S-lines, for 
which the structure of S-points and S-lines incide~lt with any S-plane is a 
generalrized quadrangle, and f01" which the incidence relation is the natural one. We 
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also suppc, se that the set of the S-points is not contained in a PG(n', q), n' < n. Then 
the following cases are possible. 
(a) S is isomorphic to the dual of one of the partial three-spaces W(5, q), 0(6 ,  q), 
Q(7, xFqq), H(5, q2). 
(b) S is embedded in PG(n, q), n ~ 7, and .is isomorphic to the partial three-space 
arising from the cubic lattice graph with (q + 1) ~ vertices [12]. Here the geometry o1" 
the S-points a'~d S-lines incident with an S-plane is the generalized quadrungle 
formed by the points and lines of the hyperbolic quadric of PG(3, q). 
P~'ooL Let y and z be two S-points of the S-plane ~-, which are not on an S-line. 
Further, let L be an S-l ine through y, but not contained in 7r. Then L and z are 
not both incident with an S-plane (see (ii) in Section i). Herce the parameter u* 
is well-defined. Moreover  u*7 ~q+ 1, since otherwise y and z would be on an 
S-line, a contradiction. 
Now let us assume that u *= 1. Then the S-points and S-line,s constitute a 
general ized quadrangle S*. The possible cases are shown in Table 1 ([2(I. 22i): 
Table 1 
S* 
The generalized quadrangle 
formed by the S-points 
and S-lines in an S-plane 
Q(5, q) Q(3, q) (l) 
Q(5, q) Q(4, q) (2) 
Q(4, q) Q(3, q) (3) 
H(4, q) H(3, q) (4) 
W(q). q even Q(3. q) (5) 
Consider two S-p~anes having the S-line L in common. Since these S-planes have 
exactly one S-l ine in common,  cases (2), (3), (4), (5) cannot occur (case I5) ts 
el iminated since for q even every three lines of W(q) have at least one transversal 
in W(q) [23]). Hence S* = 0(5 ,  q) and the generalized quadrangle formed by the 
S-points and S-l ines in an S-plane is a 0 (3 ,  q). The partial geometry S~ formed 
by the S-planes and S-l ines containing the S-po im y has r = 2, and so t* ~_ { 1, 2}. 
If t *=2,  then every two concurrent S-tines are incident with an S-plane, a 
contradiction since u* is well-defined and u* = 1. l /ence t* = 1 and the number of 
lines of Sy equals 2k*=q=+l.  So q is oc~d. Next let ,-r be an S-plane and y an 
S-point  which is not incident with 7r. We count in two ways the ordered pairs 
(S-plane ~r' incident with y and with an S-l ine L in 7r, S-l ine M incident with w' 
and y and having no point in common with ~-). We obtain x = u(q 2- q). :;ince 
u>~l,  we have x>q2 q. If x>~3, then from (ii) in tile definition of partiai 
three-space fellows immediately that the corresponding x S-l ines of ~ ail belong 
to one regulus, and so x ~ q + 1. Hence q2 _ q ~< x ~< q + 1, and consequently q :- 2, 
a contradiction since q is odd. 
Next we suppose that u* =0.  Then any two intersecting S-lines are in an 
S-plane. Let ~- be an S-plane and y an S-point which is not incident with ~-. 
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Suppose that y~ and Y2, Yl ~ Y2, are S points of 7r and that yy~ and YY2 are 
S-lines. T ten  yy~ and YY2 are in an S-plane 7r'~ and by (ii) in the definition of 
partial three-space the S-planes 7r and 7r' have an S-l ine in common. Hence Y~Y2 
is an S-line, and so the generalized quadrangle corresponding to 7r' contains a 
triangle, a contradiction. Consequently rr contains at most one S-point y' for 
which yy' is an S-line. Now from x/> 1 it follows immediately that 7r contains 
exactly one S-point y' for which yy' is an S-line. There follows easily that x = r 
and u <~ 1. Since a generalized quadrangle contains always two non-intersecting 
lines we have u/> 1, and so u = 1. Consider again an S-plane 7r and an S-point y 
which is not incident with 7r, and count in two ways the number ot ordered pairs 
(S-line L containing y and having no poi'lt in common with 7r, S-plane ~-' 
containing L and an S-line of ~'). We oLtain x ( r - -1 )= u(number of S-l ines 
through y - 1), and so the number  of S-l ines through an S-point  equals r e -  r+  1. 
Hence the partial geometry Sy formed by the S-planes and S-l ines containing y, is 
a projective plane of order r -  1 (r > 2) or z~ triangle (projective plane of order 1). 
There follows that two S-planes which have an S-point in common have an S-l ine 
in common. We now prove that w* - u* = 1. Let L be an S-l ine a:~d y an S-point,  
which are not both contained in an S-plane. Suppose that Yl, Y?_ ~ L and that y~ and 
y are both in the S-plane rr~, i = 1, 2. The S-planes 7r~ arid ~r2 have the S- l ine M 
in common. So ~r2 contains at least two S-points (Y2 and a point of M) which are 
S-coll inear with y~, a contradiction. Consequently w* -  u* ~< 1, and then evidently 
w* -  u* = 1 (consider an S-plane 7r, an S-l ine L having a point y in common with 
-n, and an S-point z of 7r which is not S-coll inear with y: for z and L we have 
- u ~ 1 ), i.e. t. Hence the structure S* of all S-points and all S-l ines is a 
regular neal hexagon, in the sense of Shult and Yanushka [17]. Moreovc " S* 
satisfies condition (2.9) of [17, p. 40]. Consequent ly r = 1 or S is isomorphic ~o the 
dual of one of the partial three-spaces W(5, q). Q(6, q), Q(7, vq) ,  H(5, q2), 
H(6, ~/q-~ ~'for any of these polar spaces the number of planes containi¢~g a line 
has to be q + 1 ). If S is isomorphic to the dual of H(6, ~/q-'~), then the geometry of 
the S-points and S-l ines incident with an S-plane is the dual of the generalized 
quadrangle H(4,~'q~). Since the dual of H(4, 3,~-q_-) is not embeddable in a 
projective space [4], this case cannot occur. If r = 1, then S* is c,f Hamming type 
[17] and so the corresponding raph is a cubic lattice graph (the S-poi ~, are 
labeled by all possible 3-tuples with entries from {(I . . . . .  q} arid two S -po , . , s  are 
S-c¢~llinear iff they agree in two coordinates). Hence for r = 1 we have (bX m the 
sta'Lement of the theorem. 
Finally we suppose that I < u* < q + 1. If L is an S-line and y is an S-point  such 
that y and L are not in an S-plane, thee the structure S= formed by the S-points 
and S-l ines in the platte yL = 7r is a dual design. Hence the set of the S-points in 
S,~ is the complement of a (maximal) {qm-q  + m; m}-arc K, with q/m = t~*. Let y 
and z be S-points of :he S-plane ~r' and suppose that yz is not an S-line. Further, 
let L be an S-line through z which is not contained in ~r'. From (ii) in the 
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delmi~i:ion of partial three-space follows that y and L are not in an S-plane. Hence 
the line yz contains q ~ 1 - m S-points. Si~ee tile structure of S-points and S-lines 
in ~r' is a classical generalized quadrangle, we have q + l - m c {2, -Jq 4 1, q ~ l}. If
q + 1 -- m = q + 1, then m = 0, a contradiction. 
Nov, suppose that q + 1 - m = ~fq + 1, i.e. m = q - ,Fq. Since m ] q, we have q = 4, 
m = 2, u*= 2. Let ~r be an S-~plane and y an S-point  not incident with ~r. The 
number  of S-points in w which are S-coll inear with y equals 
x+2(r (4r -3 ) -x )  x 
. . . . .  +8r -6 ,  r ~_ {3, 9} 
(the generalized quadrangle formed by the S-points .-and Salines in an S-plane is a 
quadrangle H(3, 4) or H(4, 4)). If y' is an S-point in "rr for which yy' is an S-linc. 
then in rr there are t* S-l ines L' containing y' for which ~'' and y arc both 
incident with an S-plane. Hence ( - -x / r+Sr  -6 ) t*  = x. We remark that t *< r, s;nce 
otherwise any two intersecting S-l ines are contained in an S-plane. Necessarily it 
holds that r = 9, t* = 2, x = 108. Consequently there are 54 S-|/oints y~ . . . . .  Y~.L in 
w which are S-coll inear with y. If L', and L~ are concurrent S-l ines of n-, such tha~ 
L', and y are both contained in an S-plane, i = 1,2, then the common S-point of 
L~ and L" is S-col!,near with y(follows from (ii) in the definition of partial 
three--space). Moreover  on any line L', where L' and y are both incident with an 
S-plane, there is exactly one S-point  S-col l inear with y. Hence 54(t*q + 1)= 
54.9~<number of S-points in ~r= 5.33= 165, a contradiction. We conclude that 
q+ 1 -  m cannot be equal to 4q+ 1. 
Finally we suppose that q+ 1 - m = 2, i.e. m = q -  1. Since mlq,  we have q = 2, 
m = l, u*=2.  Let w be an S-plane and y an S-point not incident with m ~lhc 
number of S-pcints in 7r which are S-coll inear with y equals -x / r  ~-4r -2 ,  
r6{2, 3, 5} (the generalized quadrangle formed by the S-points and S-lines in an 
S-plane is a quadrangle Q(3, 2}, Q(4, 2), or Q(5, 2)). if y' is an S-point in 7r for 
which yy' is an S-line, then in ~" throe are t* S-l ines L' containing y' for which L' 
and y are both incident with an S-plane. Hence ( -x /z+4r -2 ) t *= x. We remark 
that t *< r, since otherwise any two intersecting S-l ines :are contained in an 
S-plane. Necessa.rily it holds that 
(r, t*, x, - x / r  + 4r - 2) ~ {(2, l, 4, 4), (3, 2, 12.6), (5. 1, 15, 15), (5, 4, 40, I 0)}. 
On any line L', for which L' and y are both incident with an S-plane, there is 
exactly one S-point S-coll inear with y. Moreover,  if L] and L~ are concurrent 
S-l ines of 7r, where L~ and y are both contained in an S-plane, i = 1, 2, then the 
common S-point of L] and L~ is S-coll inear with y. Hence ( - -x / r  ~-4r-2)  
(2t*+ i )~number  of S-points in 7 r=3(2r -1 ) .  So we obtain for the respective 
possible cases 12~<9, 30~<15, 45~27,  90~27,  always a contradiction. We 
conclude that q+l -m cannot be equal to 2, and hence l<u- - .q÷~ 1 cannot 
occL~r. 
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Remark 1. Case (a) in the statement of the theorem really occurs. Indeed, we 
show there exists a partial three-space S which is isomorphic to the dual of 
Q(6, q), for which the S-lines are lines of PG(7, q) and for which the S-points are 
all tile points of PG(7, q) on these lines. 
Consider the hyperbolic quadric Q* in PG(7, q), and let PG(6, q) be a 
hyperplane for which PG(6, q) n Q* = Q is non-singular. Denote by R on~ of the 
families of generating three-spaces of Q*. Any plane of Q is contained in exactly 
one element of R and every element of R intersects PG(6, q) in a plane of Q. If L 
is a line of Q and if ~r l , . . . ,  ~'q+l are the q+ 1 planes of Q through L, then the 
elements of R containing these plc:nes are cxactly the q+ 1 elements of R 
containing L. By triality [23], with the plane~ of Q(6, q) corr•3pond the points of 
Q*, and with the lines of Q(6, q) correspond lines of Q*. Hence the dual of 
Q(6, q) is isomorphic Io a partial three-space S for which the S-lines are lines of 
Q* and for which the S-points are all the points of Q*. 
Analogously one shows that the dual of Q(7, x/-q) is isomorphic to a partial 
three-space S for which the S-lines are line~ ef Q* and for which the S-points are 
all the points of PG(7, q) on these lines (here the set of all S-points is not the 
complete pointset of Q*). 
Further, by considering the Grassmann manifold G5:2 of the planes of PG(5, q) 
(resp. PG(5, q2)) we see that the dual of W(5, q) (resp. H(5, q2)) is embeddable in
PG(n,q), with n~19.  More precise, the dual of W(5, q) is embeddable in 
PG(13, q), but not in PG(n',q) with n '< 13 ([22, p. 58]). 
Remark 2. Let us consk~er case (b) in the statement of the theorem 
If the set of all S-points is contained in PG(7, q), but not in a PG(n', q) with 
n '<7,  then the three-space S is described as follows. 
Consider the 5egre manifold [i] Vc:.. PG(7, q) of a PG(3, q) and a line (called 
3-regulus in [8]). The generating three-spaces are denoted by PG~(3, q), 
. . . .  FGI"~(3, q). In PG~(3,  q) we consider a hyperbolic quadric Q~, with 
cc'rresponding reguli R~ = {L~ . . . . .  L'/+t} and U~ = {M~ . . . .  , M~÷J}. Suppose that 
R~={L~ . . . . .  L~ +~} (resp. U~={M~ . . . . .  M~+~}) is the regalus in PGU~(3, q), 
i = 1 . . . . .  q + 1, which corresponds to R~ (resp. U~), where notations are chosen 
in such a way tha' V~={L~ . . . . .  L~+,} (resp. Wi={M~ . . . . .  M~+,}), j=  
1 . . . . .  q + 1, is a regulus. The complementary egulus of V i (resp. W,) is denoted 
by Xj (resp. "~)). J he S-points are the points on R~ . . . . .  Rq+~, the S-lines are the 
lines of R~, U~, X~, i = 1 . . . . .  q + 1, and the S-planes are the hyperbolic quadrics 
with reguli R~ and U~, the hyperbolic quadrics with reguli V~ and X~, and the 
hyperbolic quadrics with reguli W~ and Y~, i = 1 , . . . ,  q + 1. The incidence is that 
of PG(7, q). 
By projection of the 9revious model one gets an isomorphic three-space which 
is embedded in PG(n, q), with n .~ 7. 
3,5. Theorem. There does not exist a partia! three-space S for which the S-lines are 
lir, es of PG(n, q), for whtch the S-points are all the points of PG(n, q),on these 
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S-lines, for which tire structure of S-poi:~ts and S-lines incident with a¢~y S-plane i~ 
the partial geometry H a, d >13, for wt, ich the incidence relation is the natural one 
and for which the set of the S-points is not contained in a PG(n', q), n' < n. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. 
Let y and z be two S-points of the S-p;ane ~r, which are not on an S-line. 
Further let L be an S-l ine through y. but not contained in ~r. ]hen  L and z are 
not both incident with an S-plane. Hence the parameter  u* is well-defined, and 
moreover  w* -u*~ 1. Also u*~q+ 1, since otherwise y and z would be on an 
d-l ine, a contradiction. 
Now let us assume that u*= 1. Let L be an S-hne and y an S-point not o~: L. 
Suppose also that L and y are not both incident with an S-plane. Then the S-lines 
in the plane Ly are all concurrent at the point y'. Since w*-u*>~ 1, the line L 
contains an S-point  z, z ~ y', such that z and y are both contained in an S-plane. 
There follows that the line zy contains exactly q S-points. Hence the plane Ly 
contains q concurrent S-lines. Col~sequently the set W of all S-points is of class 
(0, 1, q, q + 1). We also remark that any line contained in W is an S-line. Indeed, 
suppose that M is a line in W which is not an S-line. Let L be an S-line having a 
point in common ~lt~ M Then necessari!y L and the points of M are incident 
with an S-plane ~'. Since M consists of q + 1 S-points, M is an S-line of n-, a 
contradiction. Hence M is an S-line. From [15] follows that q = 2 or that the set 
W of the S-points is the union ot the complement C of ~ projective subspace 
PG(n', q) of PG(n, q), n'< n, and a set W in PG(n', q) which intersects any line 
of PG(n', q) in 13, 1, q or q + 1 poiilts. Now we shall prove that on W' there are no 
lines. 
Assume that L is an S-l ine on W'. Let PG(2, q) be a p~a~le cont~dning L and 
having only L in common with PG(n', qL This plane contains q2 _~q ~_ 1 S-points. 
a contradiction. So the complement of W' is of class (1, q, q + 1) (by c~s idzr ing  
the plane Ly, y an S-point,  Lah  S-.line not through y, and L and y not both 
contained in an S-piane, we see that the complement of W' has q-secants). From 
[19] follows that W' is the comt:iement of a hyperplane in a proper subspace 
PG(n", q) of PG(n'.. q~. 
Let y be a poiot of W' and let z be a point in the complement of PG(n', q). 
The number 0y of S-l ines through y equals q" ~+q~' :+  . . . .  ~-q"', and the 
number 0~ of S-iii~es through z equals q"-"  1- q"2  + . . .  + q,,'+ ~ ~_ q,." if n' < n -- 1 
and q"" if n'= n-  1. Since n"< n', we always have 0yp 0~, a c~,~;tradiction. 
Hence q = 2. 
Let ~r be an S-plane and let y be an S-point not contained in w~ If 0 is the 
number of S-points of -tr which are S-coll inear with y, then 
2x+((2d-1)Z-x )  x +2,~_ I ~,-1 
0 2a_  ~ -2a_  ~ >~.  . 
Further we have Ot*= 2x, and so x/2 a-j +2a--~ [2x. 
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Hence x+(2a-')21x2a nd so x+(2a-~)21(x+(2a-1)2-(2a-l)2")2a, or x+ 
(2a-1) z [ 23a-2. Let a(x  + (2a-l) 2) = 23a-2. Then a = 2 ~, with y < d. Consequent ly 
x = 22a- 2(2a- ~-  1), 0 = 22a- L-,, t* = 2 a - 2L Since t* ~< r = 2 a- 1, we have 3' = d - 1 
and r = t*. Hence any two intersecting S-l ines are in an S-plane, a contradiction. 
Next we suppose that u*= 0. Then any two intersecting S-l ines define an 
S-plane. Let 7r be an S-plane and let y be an S-point  not contained in ~'. The 
S-points of ~ which are S-coll inear with y are denoted by y~ . . . . .  I¢0. Since y, y¢, 
yj, i7~j, are contained in an S-plane, the line y~yj is an S-l ine (follows from (ii) in 
the definition of partial three-space).  Hence the set V= {y~ . . . . .  Yo} is of class 
(0, ; ,  q). We remark that the S-points of rr are the points of a PG(d, q) which are 
not contained in a fixed PG(d - 2, q)'=- PG(a q), ~nd that the S-l ines of rr are the 
lines of PG(d, q) which have no point in common with PG(d-2, q). From [19] 
follows that V is the complement of a hyperplane PG(n'-1, q) in a subspace 
PG(n',q) of PG(d,q). Since every point of the line yiv r i#j, is an S-point,  we 
have PG(d-2, q)f3 PG(n ' ,  q )= ~. Hence ~"'~< 1, and now it is easy to show that 
n '= 1. Let M be an S-l ine containing the point yj, M~PG(n', q)=PG(1, q). 
Then y~ is the only S-point on M which is S-col l inear with y, a contradiction since 
on M there are 0 or q points S-col l inear with y. 
Finally we suppose that 1 < u* < a + 1. If L is an S-l ine and y is an S-point  such 
that y and L are not in an S-plane, t~en the structure S~ formed by ti~e S-points 
and S-l ines in the plane yL = ~ is a dual design. Hence the set of the S-points in 
S~ is the complement of a (maximal) {qm - q + m ; m}-arc K, with tI/m = U*. Let y 
and z be S-points of the S-plane 7r' and sr, ppose that yz is not an Soline. Further, 
let L be an S-l ine through z wlAc :¢ not contained in 7r'. From (ii) in the 
definition of partial three-space follows that y and L are not in an S-plane. Hence 
the line yz contains q + 1 -m S-points.  From the structure of H~ follows that yz 
contains q S-points,  and so q + 1 - m = q. Hence m = 1 and u* = q. Consequent ly 
the structure S* of S-pok~ts and S-l ines is an (r', q + 1, q) partial geometry. From 
[7] follows that S* i~ a geometry H~*, and so the S-points are the points of a 
PG(d*. q) which are not contained in a fixed PG(d*-2, q)c PG(d* ,  q), and 
the S-l ines are the lines of PG(d*, q) which have no point in common with 
PG(d*- 2, q). 
Let 7r be an S-plane and y an S-point not contained in 7r. We know that the 
S-points of 7r are the points of a PG(d, q) which are not contained in a fixed 
PG(d -2 ,  q )c  PG(d,  q), and that the S-lines of rr are the lines of PG(d, q) which 
bare no point in common with PG(d - 2, q) (remark that 
PG(d- 2, q)~ PG(d* -2 ,  q)). !f y' is an S-point in ~r for which yy' is an S-line, 
then in 7r there are t* S-l ines L'  containing y' for which L'  and y are both 
incident with an S-plane. Hence Ot* = xo, with 0 the number of points y'. Since a 
point y' of w is S-coll inear with y iff y 'ePG(d ,  q)-(PG(d, q)t')yPG(d*-2, q)), 
we have ~ e {0, q d}. AS 0"" 0, 0 ~ qe and so .~ ~ qd-~. If L~ and L~ are concurrent 
S-l ines in ~r for which L~ and y, i = 1,2, are both contained in an S-plane, then 
their common point is S-coll inear with y. Consequent ly through any point of 
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(PG(d, q) f3 yPG(d* - 2, q ) ) -  PG(d  - 2, q) there is at most one S- line L' which is 
S-coplanarwith y. Hence x<~q a ~.Sox=q '~-j and t *= l .  Nowwecount  n two 
ways the ordered pairs (S-plane rr' incident with I,' and with an S-l ine L ~ in ,"r, 
S-line M incident with rr' and y having no poin t in common with rr). We 
obtain x(q. . , . - t_q)=u(qd ~ ~_qa) and so u=(qd- 'z - -1) / (q  d*-'~ l -1 ) .  Hence 
d* -d -  l i d -  2 and d*~ < 2d-  1. From (ii) in the definit!on of partial three-space 
easily fol lows that d*> 2d- l .  Consequently d*= 2d-  ~ and u = 1. Consider an 
S-point  y' of 7r which is S-coll inear with y, and let rr~ a id  7r~ be two S-planes 
containing yy'. Since t/* = 2d-  [ the S-planes rr[ and rr, i -: 1, 2, have an S-l ine in 
common.  Hence t *> 2, a contradicticn. We conclude tha~ the case 1 < u*< q + 1 
cannot occur, and so the theorem is complete!y proved. 
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